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Good Morning ...Bristol County
by Michele Daccarella

Thursday. March 9.
The station broadcasted
·WQRI
FM Bristol•. at 100 watts for the first
operating
on
assigned time after months .of
frequency 88.3 megahurts problems and delays which
now
resumes
its kept
them
from' the
broadcasting day. . .Good airwaves. _
morning and thank you ·Coming in loud and
for joining Rock'n'Roll clear form Warwick: said
WQRI FM," was the sign Tony Ferreira. WQRI's
on you would have heard advisor. who called the
if you had tuned in on - station from his home.

Th ursda y
morning's
broadcast could be heard
loud and clear all over
~ristQI
County.
R.I..
Bristol County. Mass.• and
parts
of
southeastern
Massachusetts.
·1 was finally relieved
to be on the air.· said
Ron Olf, one of WQRI's
general managers.
. Olf. alo~g with DJ

THE YELLOW THING...

Gordon
Kent.' news
announcer Dawn Glenney
and
sports
anoouncer
SQtiri Barbounis make up
the 6. a~ - 9 am shift.
The
morning
show
consists of news at the
top of every hour. and
sports at the bottom of
the hour. The show also
includes banter between
Kent and olr as they

.Five arre.sted in
d~ug raids at RWC
The invcstigatioil into
the making of these false
licenses will continue and
Five Roger Williams charges will result at a
students
were later date, police said.
College
arrested oli drug chaIges
Arrested and charged
in
three
simultaneous in the r;tid were: Allen
drug raids the morning of Zakarin, 19. of Shorthills.
March 3 at RWC.
N.J., Michael DiRienzo.
S c h 001
0 f fie i a Is 19, of Branford. Conn.,
declined to ,discuss the and Joseph Wilson, 19. of
results
of
a
College Katonah, N.Y.
Disciplinary
Committee
Each. was arrested on
hearing held last week.
chargcs of possession of
Th raid
the result marijuana witll intCDt to
It
n8
e rvcr.· possession 0 .
headed by marijuana and maintaining
Lt. Terrence Mullen of a narcotics nuisance.
the
Bristol
. Police
Also
arrested
and
Department
Detective charged
were:. Daniel
Division and assisted by Gorman, 18. of Westport.
Edward Shaw head oC Mass., for possession of
RWC Security.
marijuana and possession
The
investigation of an illegal weapon; and
turned up information Heath Francis; '19, of
about
stu<ient
drug' Mattapoisett, Mass., for
trafficking on campus and· possession of marijuana.
at Almeida. .
DiRienzo. Zakarian and
According· to Shaw, Wilson were arraigned in
two search warrants were the First District Court in .
executed in -Dorm II Warren on Wednesday.
south,'. and one· at the March 8.
Almc:ida Court apartments.
A 11th r e e a re
Approximately
one scheduled to appear in
pound of marijuana was district court again on
seized in the three drug May 10 and in Superior
raids along with narcotics Court on May 17.
paraphernalia and other
It
remains
unclear
contraband nQt identified what, disciplinary action,
by police~
if any, was taken against
Police also- confiscated the students.
, equipment used in makins
Al though
Karen
false drivers' licenses.
Haskell. dean· of students
•An
e I abo rat e and a member of the
fraudulent driver's license· CDC, would not comment
manuCacturins operation on what penalties had
was exposed in the raid at been administered· or even
t~e
Almeida
C-ourt which
students' came
apartmen~· police said.
' ,RAID seepaee 2
by Jennifer OueUette
and Michele Baccarella

For everything yoli ever want~d to know about the YELLOW
photo by Denise -Thibeault
THING. turn to page 3 . ·

New majo.fs approved
by _Kary Andrews
Career, Writing will
now be referred to as
communications . as
of
Wednesday Feb. IS, said
Dean Malcolm Forbes in a.
memo which approved the
revision.
Proposals· f or
new
majors in english. history
and philosophy bavc also
been approved' by the
Curriculum - Committee,
. said
Bob' Blackburn,
humanities· , division
coordinator. Those new
majors
are
currently
pending approval from
Dean Forbes. Blackburn
said.
The
change
from
career '...._writing
to
communications
is
in

I

response to a national
t r-e n d a n d
the
recommendation of the
national
organization.
studying
journalism
education.
The. organization felt
that 'a good liberaf' arts
background
and
less
highly specialized program
is more beneficial to the
student.
The revised program
requires students to take
10 courses to fulfill the
major's requirements. This
follows
the
national
guidelines of the major
taking up only one quarter
of the student's four-year
college experience.
"If you train a student
too rigidly then you
narrow their focus and

comment about the news.
weather and whatever
else comes to mind. The
WQRI eye;.opener. a
gameshow and reports
from the st~tion's own
Mr.
Trend
an,,'
Mr.
Breakfast will be some of
the wacky features that
can be heard regularly on
the morning, show. SQ
tune in to WQRI 88.3 FM

risk' sending out highly
specialized graduates into
-a career world that has
no market for such a,
fixed focus: said Dr.
Phi lip
.. S zen her.
communications profess9r
and co-coordinator of, the
revision.
Humanities· faculty
members, Dr.Me1 Topf.
Marcel Dufresne. Eugene
Brie,kach
and
Szenher
worked
together
to
coordinate the revised'
major
and
will lalso'
comprise its faculty. '
Dufresne
will
be principally responsi'ble for
the
journalism
aspect.
Topf for the technical
and professional, writing
and
organiza tional
'MAJORS see paee 2

:
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News
RAID from pale 1

MAJORS from pale 1

before the board, she said courses, Brickach for the
the last time a drug raid advanced speech courses,
occurred involving more and Szenher for the media
than one student,: they and
communication
were expelled. The last studies.
raid was five or six years
An occasional a~dition
ago.
will be made to the
RWe has no s:et policy, faculty
from
the
concerning penalties for professional world for
dr,ug-related
incidents, part
time
teaching,
Haskell said. The board : Szenher said.
deals with each case
Nondas Voll, former
according t9 its individual director
of
public
circumstances, she said.
relations and publications
The results of the hearing at R we, will be one
are
confidential
to addition when she returns
protect
the
students' to R we to teach a public
rights, she said.
relations course next fall.
Hasl\ell and Shaw said
According to the 1989
that other than this, raid, : fall
catalogue,
the
they do not think that communications major will
drug trafficking is a big be
divided
into
two
problem on campus right concentrations: journalism
now.
and
cor p 0 rat e
communications.
The
journalism
concentration will focus
on preparing students for

writing and editing careers
in newspaper, magazine
and book publishing.
The
corporate
communications
concentration will focus
on equipping students for
careers
in
corporate
communications,
public
. relations, and technical or
professional writing.
Public speaking in the
professions, media law
an· d
e t h i C' s ,
communication
in
organizations· and special
topics in journalism were
four new courses added to
the program.
The
long
list
of
electives from the old
major was dropped while
an additional internship
was added.
Internships have b~en
found to be extraordinarily
helpful
in
giving students substantial
experience and thus better
preparing them for their

'impending career, Szenher
said.
-There
wasn't
any
opposition to the change.
The humanities division,
of wh.ich· communications
is a
part, were, in
. general, happy with the
modification:
Szenher
said. The revision will
affect approximately 43
career :writing majors.
A meeting will be held
on Wednesday March ISat
4:30 p.m. (location to be
announced) to address the
issue of how the old
program relates to the
new one.
The meeting will be_
open to all interested
students.
Students interested in
declaring the new major
should consult with their
advisor in order to make
sound decisions on what
courses to take, said
Szenher. He sees this as
a
good
change
for

"No matter ow
bad they are,
Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

undecided majors because
the program will not
have to be finished in
haste. It will also allow
ample time for students
to
fulfill
general
education .. requirements
and to have a lIlinor if
'they wish, he said.
-I
am 'absolutely
excited
(about
.the
change).
I've
been
looking forward to it for
a long time, and it has
been a long time in
coming,- Szenher said.
r-e=;-o-r-r-ec~t~lo~n:---------'1

Graduation will be held
on Sunday, May 21, not
on
May
20
as
our
previous article stated.
We are sorry if this has
ca~sed any confusion.

. The
alternative
•
spring
break
by Jon Wasluk
Some of
Williams are
we've only
the urge to

o

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes, Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance,
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason, Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone~
Ifyou'd like to know more
about AT&T produ(.:ts and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at I, 800222-0300,

AM

The right choice.

08

us at Roger
down because
recently felt
begi,n doi.ng
the

. g

semester has been in
full-swing for over five
weeks. Other students are
moping around campus,
looking
drained
and
sickly. And the thought
alone of summer break
being over ·two . months
away has squelched even
the slightest, surges of
spring fever. _ ' ! '
Facing
these
bleak
weeks of winter and
spring
is
a
rigorous
requirement
for
most
students. Many GPAs will
drop. Relationships will
run themselves to ruin.
Bodies will degenerate
and flesh will become
only paler.
Somewhere within this
dim picture shines the
highlight of the yearspring break. Like a
jewel in a dirty, flow less
puddle. a cold beer in
summer, ,spring break is
something to look and
reach tor. It's 10 days
(+/- .a few
at
the
student's discretion) of
joy.
.
Whether you goa w~y
to . ski, sun, or scoop, go
home or go to work,
spring break is meant to
be exactly that - a break
from
the
frenzied
procedures
of
school.
That means no morning
classes to sleep through,
. no work to feel -guilty
about not attempting, no
bumping into - annoying
people.
'
_
SPRING see pale 3
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Noteworthy

Tli-e~tr-u-e ....st~o-ry-6eliind-, t~h-e"'Y"'elllllll!!ll~lo"w--T~I,"in"'g~~
by Kim Stuff
Is it a stranded piece
of athletic equipment?
No?
Well, maybe it's
some sort of musical wind
sculpture.
Wrong again?
Ok, I 'give up. What is
that yellow thing that sits
by the entrance Of Roger
Williams College?
As
it
turns
out,
'answering that see~ingly
simple question was much
harder than one might
expect..
Before I could find ou~
what the yellow thing
was, I first had to find
out who might even
know.
Ask Ed Shaw from
security,
my
editor
advised me, be'll have
all
the
information
you'll need.
It
sounded
easy
enough.
After several
failed attempts' to meet
with Mr. Shaw, I finally
caught up with him over
the telephone. Eagerly, I

told him I was looking for ,the yellow thing was. Advancement
office.
information about the The
public
relations There, Ms. Meyer told
mysterious yellow thing by office seemed like a good me, I would find an
the architecture building. place' to continue my answer.
Unfortunately,
Mr. search.
I told Ms. Koback of
Shaw said he only knew
At public relations, I my search for an answer
that it was supposedly spoke with Kristan Meyer, to what exactly that
donated by someone from who said she knew just 'a yellow thing is.
"Going
California, he thinks it little' about the yellow My Way?" she, asked me.
had previously been on thing.
According to You mean, the yellow
display in Chicago, and ,Meyer: someone from the thing actually had a
that it had something to - theater department was on -name?
do with Bing Crosby. a plane, and happened to '
According
to
Ms.
But,
he
added,
Mrs. be sitting by someone Kobak, "Going My Way"
Franklin, the president's from a movie studio, and was in fact the name of
secretary, would probably 'the two started to talk the yellow thing, which
have
all
sorts
of about donations to the was actually a sculpture.
information about the college, and so the person, I asked Ms. Kobak if she
yellow
thing.
Mrs. from the movie studio had any other information
Franklin, eh? Well. it
donated the yellow thing, about "Going My Way".
was worth a shot.
which had someth'ing to Somewhere filed away,
Mrs: Franklin might do with Bing CroJbY and she told me, there was
have had quite a, bit of the movie "Gomg My some more information,
ionformation about
the Way".
But, she added, and she would give me a
yellow thing but when I she wasn't really sure call when she found it.
called to speak with her, about the exact story.
Finally, an answer!
she was out of the office
At, this point, I wasn't
When
Ms.
Kobak
for the day. But I wa.,.s really surprised -- nobody phoned, she informed me
suddenly inspired. There seemed to know the exact that all she could find
had to be more than one story.
I
was
then was an article in "The
person at Roger Williams directed
to
Marilyn Bridge", the RWC's alumni
College who knew what Kobak in the Institutional magazine
about
the

sculpture.
The
article,
which appeared in the
December 1980 issue, was
able to provide quite a
few ,answers about the
yellow thing. According
to the, article,. "Going My
Way" was created' by
sculptor
Paul
von
Ringelheim' of
Los
Angeles, as a memorial to
,Bing Crosby.
Formerly
located at the Alcoa
Aluminum Corporation's
'Diamond
Plaza,
the
sculpture was a gift from
Benjamin' V. Lambert, a
businessman from New
York, according to the
article.
At last, my question
was answered. But does
anyone know if it's true
you c'an' hear the song
"Going My Way" when
the wind blows through
the sculpture at night?
Or' is that just another
rumorabouttheyellowthing?
~

'r
.'

yourself until dinner.
talking), or even some
Camping parties can
over-priced
oasis,
and
create bl,lngalow
. save money by "roughing
barbecues for the price it."
of one restaurant recipe.
If your accommodations
Why' dwell on the cost arc iaCX:PCD 've and your
whefii~~IfMjIflir-~.HoIc~·''-~l':eY4,..,y,tlri1lrt"f· After an,
iet. di crete, think of the
and
pre-fab
portions it's only money. Some of money you'll have left
leave you furious and. you may have been saving over.
famished. Try the corner money since last year's
. Cheap draughts and
abo,und
in
diner, the barren building spring break. Perhaps Dad pitchers
with cheap food, or look spotted you a grand. Or Florida,and "two-fors"
open-bar-buffets
for
all-you-can-eat maybe you feel you've 'and
to
make
that bring wide-eyed, smiling
buffets,
try
starving got
impression
even students to their knees.
thousands of miles a wa-y.
THECHO~ECONNECTION
If that's the case, here's
to you, live it up. Spend,
68 Gooding Ave.
spcnd~ spend.
But if that's not the
Gooding Place Plaza, Bristol
case, look at it this way~
235 - 02.22
You can go to Florida, or
'California ,(now you're

SPRING from page 2
benefits far outweigh the
The' term "vacation" inconveniences and, more
vaguely represents the often
than
not,
the
costly 'trek many students ,traveller
develops
a
make to Aruba, Bermuda, deeper appreciation for
Cancun, Daytona, or any the
setting
tha t
of
he tropics
st I novDds.
traps.
Why spend so
If you have the cash,
much money on a week you may choose a lush
and 'a half of' supposed room where the A.C. and
relaxation?
the T.V. will drone you:
Instead of spending to sleep. If you want to
hundreds at hotels, be be
absorbed
by' the
practical and camp. The.. scenery rather than the

luxury,the night's sound
will work.
Eating out is another
source
of
serious
expenditure. Steer away
from the crowded eatery
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PRINTING & C~:~PY CENTER

ACCESSORIES

WITH THIS AD:

$5~OO

)

OFF

Any Purchase of"
$20.00 or more.

PHOTOCOPIES (8WElBLACIQ
.RESUMES (lARGE SELECTION OF PAPERSfTYPESTYlESl
FLYERS
INVITATIONS
TICKETS
BROCHURES
,LAMINATION
SPIRAL BINDING
LARGE COPIES
BLACK" WHITE CUSTOM DEVELOPING
, (24 EXPOSURES DEVELOPED WICONTACT SHEET· $5.00)

FAX SERVICE
'OPEN,

Excludes alrea~y discounted items.

MONDAY· SATURDAY

8 a.m. ·5 p.m.

• METACOM AVENUE
BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND,

Offer expires 4/17/89

253-0036
,
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Editorial
Editorial

Letters to the Editor

A SECOND CHANCE FOR SOME

Misuse of computer technology----------

~veryone makes mist,!kes, or s!' the Dear Editor,
aggravation
of
their more feasible by the use
saYing goes. Another piece of wisdom
never present availability. of such software when
.
is that everyone then learns a valuable Since the beginning of This move brought about printing is required. As a
lesson that will never leave them, from tltis academic year, the the upgrading in the possible solutjon, is it
those mistakes.
We also learn from Academic
Computer quality of the equipment feasible to, on <;lemand,
the mistakes of others, and in this way Center has been working available, including a isolate one of the Mac's
we are given a chance to do bette'l: at upgrading the services badly
needed
laser for non-system software
from seeing the results of those who available to students. printer.
use?
were less fortunate.
Hopefully the This has included. the
In the eternal "quest"
As a side effect of' this
colleg,e community will learn from the purchase & installation of upgrade, students are no of modernizing, -the Apple
exp-erlence of the recent drug raid, here a roomful of new IBM longer allowed to bring lIe's have been slowly
at RWC.
.
computers, and several their own software .to be displaced by the Mac's (a
This . situation has brought about Macintoshes, exp'anding used in the Mac's. This perfectly understandable
both negative and positive effects. the ·equipment for student takes care once for all of shift). To make matters
The negative effects . include hurting use.
the "computer hogs" who worse
this
has
been
the reputation of ~he school to a. small .
·to·pped with the permanent
As we came back from spent endless hours
extent and .making those student.s break, we found out that playing games at the removal of much needed
involved pay the consequences of, their the Computer Center. is expense o( those students soft~are by' some greedy
alleged illegal acts, which will probably open later, both during who needed to use a students who' must be
have some bearing on their futures.
to
complete brought to disciplinary
the week, as on weekends, computer
But· we should try to look for the an
effort
much the i r h o mew 0 r k . action.
good in this situation. It wouldn't be appreciated by faculty and Unfortunately, it also. It will be greatly
. the first time a student· has dealt with I students alike. The result. prevents those students appreciated
if
'the
drugs, whether it be the use of or of the combined efforts who have files,written by Academic Computer Center
selhng of them.
Drugs, as well as has led into a better other software packages staff in their ina'bility to
alcohol, are just treated as a fact of' equipped
out
who' these
computer . to be used, as they are no find
life on college campuses.
. No one facilities, increasing the longer allowed to use "greedy students" are,
usually makes a big deal about it computer expesure and software not included in would supply' the lab with
because the attitude tends' to be that usage by all students.
the "Online System."
spare copies of the badly
evefY.one is doing it.Maybe now that
In the latest move to
Some students are in needed software and make
eople have been arrested students will
the "Apple Lab" clear need of utilizing sure that these spare
Ce a little more cautious about what modernize
a new "Online System" has software not included' in copies will not walk. out
extracurricular activities.. they _.partake in been installed, eradicating . the "Online System". as their predecessors did.
and· they will better undentand.· what the the ,-end
u»ply of Quitc too o(tca. the, A Conccrllc'" Studcnt
results of those activities will involve.
loose
disks
and
the rcpeating systclp. crash is (Namc
withheld
by
When you think about it, we go to
request)
college to get an educat!on and to try. to
grow and develop mto responsible Having.the cho~ce to drink--~-----~"""!iIIIIIi-adults.
To take chances tile. way
students have been willing to do with To the Editor:
weekend nights. In 1985-. are transferring?" Fear of
something which they know is illegal is
86
the· freshmen knew law suit is a legitimate
. to take a. dangerous and I}nnecessary risk
I
am
writing
in most
concern, but how far can
with their futures :and IS the apex of response' to the Student classmen.of Thethereasonupper
for one go?
.'
irre~onsibility. .
. .
L;.~e Office
residential this was that parties were
I
have
photos
and
Despite
everxthing
that. has survey. In' one section of also allowed in the Dorm memories of those good
happened, there. wall still be students the survey they ask for III units and townhouses. times, but with the
wllo will think that what has occurred
suggestions regarding Again, WROG ({lOW WQRI) virtual ma-rshal law (high
can't possibly happen to them. But no any
overall residential life. would' spin discs from school) atmosphere that
one is exempt from being caught. if they Unfortunately,
times their mobile unit, while you are stead~ly creating.
are doing something illegal. If just one change.
When I was a students stormed in to what have you left for
or two peOple learn from the mistakes
at RWC in 1985, dance and drink (not' incoming
freshmen
to
that· have been made and decide that freshman
the social life on campus -.ecessarily
in' that look forward to?
the risks they are taking aren't worth was real. Not many went order).' Now there aren't
ultra conservatism
the consequences, then the whole episode home on weekends, even any lounges at Dorm hasUltra
no place at a college
will at least· have been worth something .because there was no III because of over campus where students
in the long ru~..
-reason to do so. There /crowding.
should have ·the type of
f

wete parties in Dorm II·
Spring Weekend 1986
where WROG would spin was the last "REAL"
discs in the lounge. while Spring Weekend at Roger
_~-~ -"~,:
co'untless
students Williams Coliege. There
Editorial Polley
,.
wandered up and down the was a large tent set up in
The Messenger exists to serve you and thci college community. We
halls (beers in hand).
front of the .lltudent union
welcome any suggestion and/oT comments. We will also voluntarily
The drinking
rules where bands played, and
correct any errors found in The Messenger. To offer a story idea.
.
f
h
make a comment. or report an error, either drop it off in writing
were SImple. lone ad a the students drank. As a
at The Messenger' office in the new addition or phone us at 253beer in the hall an RA matter of fact we could
1040 ext. 2229.
had the right to dump it, drink
anywhere
that
The Messenger is also looking for help in all phases of newspaper
or tell a student to go weekend. N6t to mention
production. If you would like to be a reporter, photographer,.
H
cartoonist, or help with advertisinl and layout, let us know.
lDtO a room.
owever.. Halloween 1985. A rock
Informal. h·umorous. opinionated and satir,ical articles (including
unlike
today, 'students band played next to the
cartoons) will be considered for publication on the Editorial or
could keep their doors pond near the lecture
Op-Ed page. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of The Messenger wide open while partying halls., Students dressed up
Editorial Board. All Letters to the Editor, and commentaries must·
E
h
'" t
be typed or neatly written. The author's full name and phone
.lD a room. veryone ung and again could drink ,..
number must be legibly written and the letter must be signed or
out in doorways or on the tha\ event. Whether you
else they will not be accepted for pUblication. Ordinarily they
steps- and rapped with one like it or 'not, college
should not exceed 1000 words in length. All submitte'd materials
another (everyone knew' social life centers around
are subject to editorial review by The Messenger prior to
)
N
lk'
everyone.
ow wa Ing drinking. All that y'ou are
pUblication.
down the halls of Dorm II doing is pushing students
All signed material which appears is the position of the author
and docs not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Messenger.THE is
like a . prison by off campus, or pushing
~M.;.;ESS_·_EN_G_E_R.·.,
~~. comparison;
all
doors students
.to
transfer.
closed and
the. halls -D'ya ever wonder why.
.virtually·
barren· "on more and more., freshman,

...---------

"ii---

atmosphere where they
can mature and grow.
Having decisions already
made when they arrive is .
very
dangerous.
While
you 'play parent. they
become less _aware of and
less capable of· making
decisions in the real
world.
Academics is by far
the
most
important
concern of a college, by
providing the knowledge
that a student needs in
the
_"real
world".
However, college social
life should, be capable of
providing the COMMON
SENSE that a student
must have in the -real
world-.
Robert E. Moore, Jr.
Class of 1989

..

-,', the .Messenger
~~'

Commentar)'-------.
,The Bigger Picture

Surrounding Y ou

by Mark. Gould, Natural
Science Division

There
are
many
environmental problems to
solve. . I thi~k that I
have beaten this horse
into the ground around
here (and I am sure that
you agree), so today this
column will be devoted to
a GREAT CONTEST. You
will learn more about the
college (probably in ways
that you never wanted
to!) You'll have to find
out
the
answers
by
experimentation, questions
and observations.
You
ask what's the prize?
Well for the most correct
.answers turned in. within
one
week
of
the
publication
of
this,
something special is in
the works!!
1.
The
campus
was
created in:
a)1969
b)1948
c)IO,OOO d)never
2. What was here prior to
the campus?
a)farm b)rocks c)old
fa cui t y
. me m be r s
d)asbestos plant
3. The pond on· the
campus is:
a)naturally
occurring
b)unnaturally . occurring
c)spring, fed
d)dead'
4. The location of the
college observatory is:'
a)non-existent
b)on
the- highest hill on the
campl,1S
c)operational
S. What is the. name of
the ond b the lecture

hall?
"c)coffee
a)Gauvey b)reflection 13. Water in Bristol tastes
pool
c)chair storage like:
d)no name
a) (Sorry, I couldn't
6. What is the name of put it in writing)--get
the three story building in extra credit
for this!
the middle of
the 14. The stairs on the
campus?
outside of the library are:
a)Stealth
b)Library
a)to slip on
b)an
c)Gauvey d)R&R Center
afterthought
c)Florida
7. The purpose of the design
four paving stones in the IS. The inside of the
quadrangle are:
architecture
building
a)former
president reminds one of ,a:
resting sites
b)storage
a)prison
b)mall
vault for nuclear
c)staitway to heaven
attack c)footings for the 16. Marine biologists on
clock
tower
d)lawn the campus:
mower attack
a)are
all
wet
moguls
b)looking for the one that
8. The number of deans got away
c)crazy
'on campus is:
d)all of the above
a)l
b)2
c)4
d)8 17. Roger Williams is:
e)infinite
a)our founder b)our
9. The ..art department first president c)a pianist
building before it became d)other
the art
department 18. Stored in the NIKEbuilding was:. ....
ZEUS silos at· North
a ) s p'a c e
s hip Campus-are:
t
b)cafeteria
c)dormitory
a)NIKE-ZEUS missiles
d)facultyoffices
b)water
c)money
10. The yellow thing near d)towed cars
the guard shack is:
19. The school colors are:
a)a
clothes
dryer
a)black
and
blue
(early model)
b)cheese b)gold and blue
c)blue
slicer (very early
and gold
prototype).
c)aluminum
Extra credit: What do
d)Bing Crosby, Memorial
they stand for?
11... The coUeae
loap 20. The
t c
ive
represents: Y' i
cars are driven by:
a)a
hungry
spider
a ) f a c u i t y.
b) a n
open
book b)administration
c)staff
~) cas cad i n g
w a v e s d)students
d)Roge.r
Williams
.
12. Coffee in the snack
bar reminds one of:
a)macadam used by Please ret'-lrn all entries
the DOT
b)the' ~ontent to me at SB 101.
The
normal d,isclaimers apply!
of tlle cauldron
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by John Painter

At age four, the Roe
v. Wade decision. That
same year, OPEC did a
Conventional wisdom number
on
the
oil
tells us that· a child's markets. Mom and Dad
environment
in
his waited hours in line to
formative years can have get a few gallons of gas.
an important effect on Mom and Dad were not
behavior later in life. happy campers.
One famous example notes
As this ,child began
that children who grew up Kindergarten,
President
during
the
Great Nixon resigned in the
Depression
became disgrace
of
Wi.. ·ergate.
extremely
frugal
as Throughout
elementar.y
adults,
putting
every scnool, economic troubles
penny
away
for
the and social unrest would
inevitable rainy day. Let persist. To many, nothing
1,1 s
con sid e r
the seemed secure anymore.'
e'nviroQment of the preIt !ill culminated at age
adolescent
years
of 10 -- inflation was raging
current RWC students and . at
14
per ce nt,
speculate on its possibl~ unemployment was 'high,
effects.
President
Carter's
I mag i n e
a administration
was
representative
student confused and seemingly
born in 1969. He or she is impotent, and to top it
19 Or 20 years old today. off, Iran took American
This student was born into hostages on November 4,
a an environment where 1980.
the Vietnam conflict and
These are just a few
a
domestic
recession of'
the
historical
were on the minds of his highlights, of the 70s
or her new parents. His which
influenced
the
or her parents had lived formative environment of
through the prosperous most
R WC
students.
SOs and into the turbulent What effect might these
60s,
the y
we r e and other events have
understandably. concerned llad? Whpt impression does
and amfusecl."
;.
: b.i1(l .. acquirC!
of
etld around them:
'eXlstence when. his, 'parents
By the child's first: Jeel ,". battered.
by
birthday, the' infamous prevailing . conditions,
"Stagflation" . of the 10s- when his parentS have a
- inflation and concurrent sense of' pc,>werlessness to
unemployment
begiD' improve even their own
rearing its ugly head. By lives?
age three, ERA had passed
~maginc, wl}.at the world
Congres.s..
although
.it appears like through a
~ Id. never b e rah'f'Ie d ~
•
wou
' 'PICTURE see'paee
6
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The C.ost of Internshlps~Are
( ' . '
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by Sarah Blan~hard
We . go
to
college,
sweat our way through
term
papers,
exams,
research
projects,
and
just when ,we think we
know . it all, ~ we're' '''told
by employers< ..that we
don't·
have
any
experience. What! What
about the four years, of
cramming a~~ memorizing
,until we 'thought we were
going to burst? What 'was
.i t pall for?
Of course it's all
worth something, it's a
foundation. But the ,key
to getting that perfect
job, - or 'any
job, is
experience.
Roger'
Williams College offers
that dpportunity to get
experience
through
in ternshi ps,
co-ops,
externals and independent
studies, but for a price.
The cost of doing any
of
these
alternative
forms of study, outside
of
the
regular. five
<

classes, is S77S.
It
seems
a
little
outrageous to pay to
work. At least that was
my first reaction. How
am I going to convince
my parents. that I need
S77S in order to 'get a·
job? Before approaching
them with that question I
decided to see what, I
could do to get that
price changed.
i talked to everyone
who was available and
qualified. to give me
some
l '
answers.
The. price
justificatio'n was not as
cut
and
dryas
I
expected. There is' more
that goes into running a
college than I think we
all realize.
The S77S is the same
price we pay for each of
the fOl,lr or five classes
taken a semester.' If a
student were to take any
of
these'
alternative
studies as' a . fifth . class
.ra ther than a sixth class
there would be no added
charge to regular tuition.

But once a student goes
over S.99 credits the'
added fee is' tacked on.
B'-lt
the
alternative
forms of study are not
the same as a regular
class._ They ,don't require
the employment ,of a fullti mer' tea c h e. r
0 r
maintenance of buildings
and security guards, so
why the same price? It
tOQk
a
lot. of
questioning, but I finally
, found an' answer.
. The alternative forms
of
studies
are
n'ot
conducted the same way a
normal class is, but the
expenses still add up.
After' sitting down with
Ken Osborne of the Co-op
Education, office
and
estimating the costs of
sponsoring an alternative
form of study, he and I
figure
of
rea,ched
a
approximately $6SS.
Included in this figure
is SISS for tiJIle put in by
the Co-op office for the
skills development course
interns are required to

t'

take, . $200 _ for
an enter the "real world
estimated 10 hours of with an -. accurate idea of
faculty
sponsor
.time. what,' to' expect and 'be
$ISO for an estimated 10 able to offer employers
hours of Co-op office quality performance.
A
price
,reduction
time to coordinate .nd
enable', more
supervise the internship would
students to' do int~inships
-and SISO for expenses.
So maybe the college and it would also increase
income
for' the
is justified in its price, the
but does that make it ~~y college.
Another. possible
more affordable .to the
student,' espe~iaily
to solution, may. be to raise
those who need it as a the credit level from S.99
.graduation
requit;ement? to " 6.0 befoie ,the price
Definitely not.
.
iricre~$e '":..it_, ,ag4ed on.
.
I'll admit that the See'ms' fair. :"
Co-op office does a Int " In order to accomplish
of work to get students this;" student support is
quality jobs~ that will 'needed. A change, in this
help
them land
that policy
would
be
perfect job, but the Co- . beneficial to all students,
op office will ~also adlIiit and'
is nof. out of reach.
.
that since the' 'cost 'of
alternative
forms
. of
study ~ bas
ris,en, -the
number of students able
to do ;internships outside
of 'their five classes' has'dropped.
Something needs to be
done. Students need job
experience in order' to
R

.Commentary_____
by Nancy Hood
Dear Readers,
lVhen I have asked
students what topic they
would
like
to
see
covered in this column,
stress was a common
concern.
I hope the
following information will
be useful-to you.
A certain level of
stress
is
normal,
invigorating and more
important, essential to our
existence.
In fact it
protects and mobilizes us
in times of: real danger.
body's
Str.ess.. is. our
·physical, nonve(bal and
chemical
reactions
to
circumstances
called
stressors which can range
from
life
threatening
situations such as· an
automobile accident to a
positive event such as a
The
job promotion.
danger
comes
when
external
events
overwhelm your coping
.ability and you start

'.,

Heart to Heart

feeling
hostile
or
helpless. Those seem to
be toxic emotions, says
Steven .Locke, MD. and
Ass i s t a nt
C lin i c a I
at
Harvard
Professor
Medical School and author
o f - The
He ale r
Within-.(Vogue.
August
That's when our
1987)
physical. emotional and
spiritual well· being and
our relationships suffer.
The college years brin$
their own particular kinds
of . stressors:
academic.
peer
and
parental
pressures. the impact of
being
in
a
new'
environment. . financial
worries.
life
stage
ch-allenges
such
as
separation from parents
and questions about your
own identity, values and
career direction, and the
need
for
intimate
relationships.
What is stressful for
one person may not be
for
another.
stressful
Recent literature on the

subject indicates that it's Mental-- • forgetfulness.
how we respond to the poor concenfration, lack"
creative
ideas,
stressors in our lives. not of
the ,number of stressors. negative
self
talks,
that determines whether . boredom, confusion.
or not we will become Relational-isolation,
0 v e r. w he I m e d a n d
loneliness, intolerance.
distressed.
Spiritual-- emptiness, loss
As you are approaching of meaning. cynicism.
mid-semester point, it may
Sometimes our ways of
be. helpful to take a eoping with stress are
personal inventory and if counter-productive.
For
you discover that you are example, alcohol and other
becoming
over-stressed: d rug
con sum p t ion,
1. Identify what it is that overeating,
overwork,
is stressful for you 'and shopping
extravaganzas,
2. Look for some ways to etc.• may give immediate
reduce your stress level relief. but in the long
so that it docs not get to run.
compound
the
the point of interfering problem.
with your functioning.Some healthy ways of
The following are signs 'managing
our
stress
that
you
are
over-. levels:
regular exercise.
stressed:
. good nutrition, getting
Physical-appetite enough
sleep,
talking
c han g e ,
fat i g u e ,about
problems
with
backaches,
digestive someone
you
trust,
upsets, sleep disturbances.' expression through. the
Emotional-anxiety.' arts. meditation or yoga,
crying spells. depression, taking time for yourself
frustration,
irritability, each day, planning your
mood swings.
time. well, balancing work

PICTURE from paee 5
Have
some
of
our
child's eyes watching his generation concluded that'
parents work harder and planning and dreaming for /.harder 'with less and less the future is in vain,
gain.
since
some
economic,
Some of our generation governmental, or social
have noticed that· there catastrophe will inevitably
exists almost a cult of block one's path anyway?·
indifference: a culture of Have. a segment of our
despondency.
Certainly generation - written off
not all our age are part self-fulfillment. adopting
of this culture, but many instead
a
frozen
indeed seem to have abstraction
of
a
concluded that there is malevolent universe where
not much they can do to happiness and success are
improve the world around doomed?
Is' every
them, or even their own emergency,
every
lot in life. This fatalism, calamity, every tragedy
a not her
this disinterest in planning mer ely
for life and inducing confirmation for them of
positive change is both the appropriateness of
. dangerous and lamentable. rea c tin g
wit h
and
Could it be related to indifference
childhood beiiefs founded despondency? Is there no
in the observance of value in life and love, is
parental
disorientation there no merit in a
during the 70s?
struggle 'for a~hievement
Could it be that many and mastery _. and is
children who grew UP. there not absolution in a
during this time formed rational point of view?
the impression that a lVhat is the world in the
struggle to better one's eyes of a child?
lot in life is pointless?
,I
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and play, taking on only
what you can handle.
If you've gotten this
far in reading the column,
probably- been
you've
taking mental notes on
yourself.
How are you
doing?
Perhaps you've
added to my list· of
s y m p t oms
and
preventions.
What are
the' signs you recognize in
yourself? lVhat ways do
you have of coping with
stress?
Are
they
productive or counterproductive? Do you feel
invigorated and challenged
or
are
you
feeling
overwhelmed
and
as
though you' can't get back
on track? If the latter is
what are sQme
true,
options?
- Have
you
talking
to
considered
someone you trust? How
.about seeing a counselor
or going to a workshop on
stress
manage men t?
Often with some support,
you can sort things out
and
end
up
feeling
stronger and better about
yourself.
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Take .charg~ Qfyour life
........

I

J
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"

by. Mich,ele Baccarella..

. CARE..
22. 'Infoimation
a bout
Drug/alcohol action day smoking, skin cancer, the
.' will be targeted' first on efrfects of tanning and
. Ta.k~ charge of your Monday,
~arch
20. information about se'xually
.I hfe
IS... ,the message the :·Literature and giveaways:transmitted diseases:' will
ChoosIng -,
Alcohol will be available in the be
availab'le.
Free
Responsibly
E'verytime lobby ~ of the student condoms
will"
be
(CARE) PIoject will try to 'union from' 11:30 'am- distributed' > from
11:30
g.et across next " week in 1:30 pm. CAR'E ProJ'ect am'
1'30 pm'
. . -.
. . In th e
ItS, SPRING SURVIV'AL . members will "be th'ere to lobby of - the'. s, :tdent
pAYS
before' students',answer
Questions' and union.
- tak~ ..o.ff for the infamous videos will be shown.
.sprmg break.
,Recovering
alcohoiic VENDO S IN HE LOBBY:
The three-day program Judy West will talk about OF THE UNION "
co-sponsored by the CARE her experiences in the > ,Proj.ect, the Student Life Dorm III Rec Room at 6
OffIce and the Health pm.
.
Educato,r's office, will
Safety first will be.
include a display with" the second day's theme.
samples
of
different The day will encompass
drugs and ·drug para- preventing theft and'tJate
P?~rnalia which will be rape, and plug campus
dJsplayed all three days as safety. A campus violence
well as free pamphlets, vid~o will be shown free
,videos and giveaways.,
' information and key'
The " program,
will chains will be distributed
target.-- alcohol/drug from 11:30 a.m. 'to 1:30'
awareness,
health
and p.m.
to
e'ncourage
safety.
Two
nighttime students to take' .charge
workshops
are
also of their lives by locking
scheduled.
their doors and staying
·We're
going
to safe. A workshop is also
encourage people to go planned
for
Tuesday
. out and not do scary evening.
things over break,· said
Health first day will
Wes Cable, coordinator of be on I Wednesday, March
_
. _ ...
. ..
v

Dith Pran, star of
"The Killing
Fields," will lecture at RWC on
March 21' at 8 pm in the Student
Center. The film will . be shown
March 19, at 7 pm in That Place.
th events are fr e.
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Noteworthy
Stress doesn't have to be stressful
by Michele Baccarella
("
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itself in many ways,
according
to _ Mary
Medeiros, _ counseling
You
know - them. center
staff
member.
They're the ones who Ulcers, like: Elliott's, are
have half pages of text, one .of the.< more drastic
next to their name in the physical results, she said.
yearbook. They're always Symptoms can -include
running, to class, t~ work, confusion,
irritability,
to meetings, yet they still crying,
and
possibly
manage to have social depression, Medeiros said.
iives and deal with the
Elliott said that her
stress
from
their way of getting rid of
complicated lifestyles.
stress is to spin around
Senior Debi Elliott gets until she is dizzy _and let
up early Monday mornings, the tension drain out of
attends meetings from 9 her, or to sit near the
to 11 a.m., and goes to water to think.
class from 11 a.m. to 2
Medei.ros' said
that
·p.m. She then has two each person deals with
hours" of "free time" 'stress in their' own way
which she uses to do and that there is no
homework before going to wrong
way.
Clinical
a
' two-hour
peer psychologist
Donald
counseling
meeting. Whitworth agreed" but
'After that it's dinner, said that the alternative
then a Senate' meeting of
withdrawing
from
from 7 to 9 p.m. When activity to combat stress
that's over she goes to can bring on depression
her room' and' goes right which
is
sometimes
to sleep. As a result of destructive.
all the running around
Aside
from
this
Elliott experiences mood obvious
and
common
swings ,and crying fits disadvantage, are people
because of pent up stress. like Elliott happier or
She said' she also has healthier than most other
ulcers. which are stress- students?
Yes
says
related.
Whitworth. "From what
Many·.students at Roger we know, highly social,
Williams College choose, active '._. -poe 0 pie
are
this
run-yourself-ragged healthier." He said that
lifestyle. They are the since our society places a
students who, in a sense, high value on being able
run the school. They are to interact on a social
the members and officers basis people who do that
of the student senate, will come out ahead.
radio station, newspaper,
Extroverts, sometimes
student activities council, known
as
type
A
class officers and the personalities, get more
clubs.
They
are
the involved
in
activities
people who voluntarily than introverts or type
spend their time, energy 'Bs, 'he said. "It's hard to
and enth~siasm on
generalize because each
activities in addition to person is different. We
school and work.
try
to
look at
the
Stress can manifest individual rather than a

group of people." He also of stress, he sleeps, he 'majoring in paralegal and '
psychology.
said that generally people said.
Is it all work and' no
exper:ience ' stress
Senior Colleen Cain a
play? Not for Lovellette.
throughout their lives and member of the Minority
that no age group is most Affairs Committee and a She said that over the
at risk. "Any group facing peer counselor, said when course of the week she
any kind of transition is she
begins to feel goes out in the afternoons
more prone to stress," indifferent because of to the mall or out to
Whitworth said.
'stress she also relies on dinner and she goes out
at least one night each
Shelli Lovellette, a 20- sleep to bounce back.
year-old sophomore, also
All except Mecca hold weekend. "I need tha t
to
keep
me
leads a hectic lifestyle. outside
jobs.
Elliott balance
She
is
a
resident works at the campus going," she said. ,
assistant, a member of snack
bar.
Lovellette
Mecca said he leaves
the
programming sometimes works over 40 himself about 10 hours a
development committee, a hours a· week
for the week for "playtime." "I
member of the psychology Department of Family and need to play to be able to
club ·and is on the Law Child Services at the work," he said.
Review.
Portsmouth Center for
Cain said that last
In the past she has Girls. Cain works ,38 year
when
she
was
been hospitalized with hours a week as a banquet secretary of the student
chest pains as a result of waitress at the Newport senate she did not have
stress. Her doctor told Marriott.
any time for herself.
her the stress manifested
Mecca, a psychology "This year I schedule
itself physically because major, saId he
tried myself about two hours a
she
was
denying
it woiking at the beginning day ,just to relax - listen
mentally.
She
takes of the semester but said to music, read, or write in
firenol with codeine (a it interfered with his , my journal," she said.
strong painki~ler) for the school ·work'.
Each said that they
pain she suffers from the
Cain,
'a
political have gained tremendously
two or three monthly science 'major with a from their involvement in
stress related iftigraine creative writing minor, extracurricular activities.
headaches. Lovellette said said her grades have Elliott,
who
is
the
she never walks around fluctua'ted and it takes a president of the student
complaining that she's lot of ' effort to keep senate, a member of the
stable.
Neither Disabled
under stress. She says she them
Student's
shops alone to relieve it.
Elliott
nor
Lovellette Committee,
the
Open
Sophomore
class reported any problem with Forum Committee, the
president Bill Mecca, who having
their
grades AIDS committee, honorary
is on the sophomore suffer because of work.
degree
committee,
class advisory board, is a
Elliott, is a psychology secretary
of
the
peer counselor and, a major and is double- psychology Honor Society,
former student senator. minoring in theater and treasurer of the Outdoors
When he starts feeling creative
writing. Club ' and
a
peer
'STRESS see pag~ 9
aches and pains because Lovellette
is
double-
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$8-9/hour to start
steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule
full time benefits for part time work
chance for advancement for men and women alike
get paid to get into shape, '
no experience needed
I .
and more!
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STRESS from pale 8
counselor, said that one
of the perks is seeing
how the school is run. "I
know how the school runs
and I get to know the
personalities
of
administrators, . faculty
members
and
students
because I get to work
closely with them: she'
said.
Mecca said that .heing
involved makes him "feel
'a sense of worth and
gives
him
experience
which will serve him later
in life. "I'm also learning
to
deal
with
people
better," he said. "Being
involved has taught me
how to deal with faculty
and administrators."
Cain
said
getting
involved
in
activities
helps you come to realize
who you arc. "You find
things put about yourself
you never knew," she
said.

Coke is it for
RWC students
by Michele Baccarella
Many ,'students can't
open ,their ' eyes before
their
two
cups
of
morning coffee or soda
much
less conC:tuct' a
pleasant conversation.

Coke is =11=1 at RWC followed by Diet
Coke and Pepsi.
Denise ThibeaulJ

bevera_ges(in~luding

coffee/tea) as well as
candy and cigarettes. The
college inciuding Almeida
gets'about 100 - 300 cases
of
soda, 'each
week,
Michaud said. '
WHATABOUTCAFFEINE?
You, can't esc~:>e it.
No matter what you drink
today
whether
it
be
coffee, tea or . soda, it
most likely will have
caffeine.
According to a Student
HC(alth Service ,and CAL
Food Services University
-Berkeley
article
you
shouldn't consume much
more than 220 milligrams
of caffeine per day.

NO MORE SODA?
Although this is true
of many students, more
j u i"c e s a n d
non carbonated beverages are
being requested in the
cafeteria
according
to
Hilary
Kolf,
assistant
director
of
dining
services. Kolf also said
that, dining services has
been trying to introduce
decaffeinated coffee at
meals.' "We're trying to WHAT IS IT?
get it' off the ground
Caffeine is a habit
gradually," she said.
forming drug found in
coffee, tea, soft drinks
SURE SEEMS LIKE A LOT and
many
over
the
MORE
counter medications, the
According to, Dining article said. As with most
services, students consume drugs,
regular
users
three to five gallons or develop a tolerance and
550 eight ounce glasses of require more to obtain the
Pepsi each week, 192 expected effect.
'
glasses of Diet Pepsi, 96
glasses of root beer, '192 ARE YOU ADDICTED? "',
glasses of Slice and 192
You may, not know
glassesofMountain Dew.
you're addicted until you
forget to have your fix.
COCA COLA IS THE The headache a-nd fatigue
MOST
POPU'LAR you'll feel ar~ signs that
BEVERAGE ON CAMPUS your body did not receive
"Coke is the most the amount of caffeine
popular
beverage
on ,you usually give it, the
campus,"
said
Dennis article said.
Michaud, "followed by
'Some alternatives the
Diet Coke,' Pepsi. Sprite article
suggests
are
and iced tea." Michaud is caffeine-free herbal teas
a route driver for the A and
sodas,
milk,
& .F. Vending Company in decaffeinated
coffee,
Fall River, Mass., where warm water with lemon,
R WC
gets
all
its apple cider arid juices.

DON'S' ART SH·OP

,

543 MAIN STREET, WARREN RI

245·4583

- Gallery - Art Classes
Art & Drafting Supplies'
,i
"

ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
STUDENTS••·•

200/0 discount 'til end of
semester with student 10.

i'3'grt6ei6M: 3rl:'t

The Messenger

COMPLEX?

Kamal Asar
senior -.
And
. Nor t h·- ,
Massachusetts

0 v;

Mark Poriss
·freshman '.
West
Hartford,
Connecticut .

er,

I don't thin.k they
should sell it, because
Almeida
gives
the
students a feeling that
they're living off-campus,
on their own. If they
wanted to rebuild, they
could rebuild on that
same land.

Nicole Tribelli
JUD·ior
Barrington, Rhode Island

, 'Fred Foley
. freshman
Wareham, Massachusetts

Debbie Wagner
I -think it's a good idea freshman.
It's a bad idea.
I
'f
the college, because Orleans,
they
should
keep
Cape '. Cod''think
.
'
. they'll be able to bring in' Massachusetts
Almeida because it gives
'more students and ,more
students a chance to live
. I . really don't have income
for
the
city
oCf-campus' without living
much of an opinion on it, through taxes:
I don't think it's a away from the school
except for the fact that
good .idea,' because it, itself.
it is off-campus, and itdoesn't
give' uppergives students a chance
classmen a chance to live
to live on their own~
off-campus.
without guidance, which
reporter Kim Stu!!
helps give them some

Or

all photos by Aimee Godbout

responsibility.

Take
OhargB_IJ__of_yo?T .life
W ON

M N AY

DRUG AND
ALCOHOL
ACTION DAY

SAFETY
FIRST
DAY

DAY MARCH 2

HEALTH
FIRST
DAY

03 · 20 · 21 · 22 · 89

SPRINGTIME SURVIVAL DA YS
.. SponsOred by the CAR.E. Project, the Student Ufe
Office and the Health Educator's Office ..
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Sport.s
Killer B's- Bessette & Bartol
,

by Denise Thibeault

R WC
coach
Don
Armstrong. "Not only'are
They are known as they
strong
hockey
"The Killer B's."
players,
but
good
Senior Kevin Bessette students as. well. They are
and junior Todd Bartol a joy to coach."
were
the' top
two'
. Bessette and Bartol,
offensive players on the both 21 years ~ld, came
Roger Williams' College to be Hawk teammates via
hockey
team,
which different routes.
concluded
its
regular
Bessette, a native of
season last weekend.
Was h i n g ton,
D .C .,
The pair not only. were hopscotched around the
a pass' away from each country with his father,
other on the ice, but are an enlisted man in the Air
the best of friends as Force, Bartol, meanwhile,
well.
"We're
always was born' and .raised in
together," says Bartol.
nearby Danvers, Mass.
. On skates, they have
As
a
small
boy
been dynamite.
. .
Bessette found himself in
Last season Bartol was Anchorage, Alaska, where
the Hawks' high scorer he first laced up a pair
with 40 points, combining of
skates.
"I
started
with Bessette for 61 playing hockey at the age
points while leading RWC . of
four,"
Bessette
to a 13-10 record.
recalled.
.
During
the
past
Shortl y - thereafter
campaign Bessette and Bessette and his family
Bartol had registered a moved. to Rhode Island,
total of 76 points with. his dad's hitch in the
three games remaining. military over.
Bartol had tallied 12 goals
Bessette
played
his
with 19 assists, while his high school hockey for
teammate accumulated 20 Burrillville (two years)
goals and 25 assists.
and a full season as a
Bessette' not only is senior at La Salle.
the Hawks' top pointThe Maroon made it to
getter, but was tied for -the state- semifinals that
second· place in total year, only to lose to
p.oints in-: the... Di.v.i .
Hc.ndrt. ,
,
,
for a year. He played
North/South bracket.
by Armstrong.
"They give 120 percent
Bessette recalled the hockey there, competing
effort all the time," says series well.
in the New England pre

Marelli sinks.
game-winner
.

.

Hawks hammer -Harvard
by Bill Kelly
In the first game of
the
men's
volleyhall
match the Hawks ran.
right through Harvard as
if they weren't even
there.
R WC
riled
Harvard, winning 15 to 5
with a good combination
of
offensive
and
defensive plays.

The
Hawks started
off with a 5 to 0 lead
with respectable serving
that caught Harvard off
guard, and a successful
kill by middle blocker
Mike Palazzo.
As the
score crept up to 10 to 3
in favor. of RWC the
Harvard
team
looked
totally disillusioned.
Harvard got the ball
back and made a ser've

that looked hopeless for
R WC - to
handle~
but
Charlie McCarten ran back
and kept the ball in 'play
with an overhead hit.
With the ball in play,
Tom Dube and Chip
Farmer kept it up as
Palazzo went up for
another kill.
Harvard
scored. two more points on
a
serve
and
an
unsuccessful kill attempt

Spring Break Sneak 'Preview Beach Party
at the 'Ultimate Laundry on Tuesday, March 21: 7-10 p.m.

Out of, the ordinary fun
~ ountnl~ do your duds

.-

t".'ng

• Free
&: facials
• "Breakl~" doer prizes.
• Beach videos, surf music,
party sacks IIDd more

limited admission: one full lOad
of laundry. 'Beach wear optional..

..
"

This is no ordinary laundry...this is

~:J

tCaundry
On Metacom Ave. at Belltower Plaza
253·2770

by
McCarten,
but
Harvard could do no more
as RWC won game one.
The Hawks expected'
an· easy
win against
Harvard, but that was not
to .be as Harvard was
more aggressive this game
and R W,c slipped t~rough
with a 15 to 13 edge.
.
Harvard scored the
first point of the second
game. R WC regained the
ball as Mark Mastin set
up Palazzo for the kill.
RWC gained a point when
Farmer
served
and
Harvard tried to set up
for .a score. but were
denied by Mastin·~ and ~
McCarten. A tight game
was at hand. At 3 t9 3
M c Car ten
t urn e d
diagonally,' faking
the
blockers. and making a
successful cross-court kill
. 'giving the Hawks a one
point advantage:'
Turning
around,
Harvard had new life,
leading 5 to 7. After a
long 'volley RWC cut the
lead to one, and soon
after tbok a io to 7 lead.
Har,vard calle.d a timeout wli'ich seemed to work
in their favor when they
came back to score five
while allowing R WC only
two. In the last minutes

the game went back and
forth.
Harvard took a
13 to 12 lead, but the
Hawk's followed with two
Quick points.
With the
ball in the Hawk's hands
and a 14 to 13 lead,
McCarten served an ace
down the line, winning it
for the team.. and taking a
two game edge
over
Harvard.
From beginning to end
the Hawks were never in
the
third
game.
Harvard started strong
taking the first three
points. The Hawks cut it
to a 4 to 2
by serves
from Mastin.
Harvard
then scored three straight
times taking a 7to 2
edge. R WC was not able
to supply much offense.
Harvard took an eight
point lead, 13 to 5, and
was" near to their first
game of the match. In'
the end the Hawks· scored
two meaningl~ss points, as
Harva~d won
15 to 7,
cutting
the" win loss
margin to 1 in RWC's
favor.
7
Needing
only
one
game to win th-e match
the Hawks didn't let
Harvard get away from
them.
At' 1 to I, the
YOLLEYBALL see pale 12 .

..

.'
t 't

~, ...... ~'\:- :~."

, ....~ .. , •

. The Messenger

________----,-sp~or-t .....
s~----

VOLLEYBALL from page llfloor.
Unfortunately
R WC team put together H a r v a r d
s cor e d .
their offense. Mastin set Harvard's ball with a two
for McCarten who made point deficit, the Hawks
another cross-court kill.
regained possession of the
Score tied at three ball to make it, 11 to 8.
apiece, Farmer made a Farmer served, on the
successful kill foflowed by return Mastin set up
a score' by Dube. A two McCarten for the kill,
point edge for RWC fell only to have it blocked
to one as Harvard scored on a very nifty and
on a serve that RWC was needed play by Harvard.
unable to handle.
Net blocking by Mastin
Mike
Palazzo came and Palazzo gave' the
back after resting on the RWe team a four point
bench and
made his edge. presence known with a
Harvard got only one
kill straight down the more point in the final
middle. In the next play minutes. The Hawks led
Mastin almost dove into 14 to 10 and had Mastin
the' bench saving a ball in serving.
Mastin served
which
Palazzo
made it through the defense
another successful kill.
and the Hawks won ,their
At 10 to 7, Hawk's firth division match to
Palazzo made a good stay in first place at 5
effort diving
to the and O.

l

- INTEiESTEDiN'JOUiutiLisMOR
CORPQRATE COMMUNICATION? l
SPECIAL 'MEETING
FOR CAREER WRITING

~ORS

AND OTHER INTERESTED STUDENTS
ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15
AT'4:30 PM IN CL-123

.

TO DISGUSS 'THB. D1n~E

1

COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR

'

I~_B~~-!~~L l~~_· _1- .
The- following' i$ a listl·of
recruiters ..wl1o. will be ~"on
cam,pus for· jobs ;

"

J •

Ct. Dept. of Transportation

MarCh' 7th 9'-4pril

Arnica Insurance

March 9th 9-3pm

A.L. Williams

- March 15th 9:30-11 :30am
.March '16th 3-5pm

First Investors
Dun & Bradstreet

March 16th 8:30-1 pm

Northwestern Mutual

April 10th ' 10-3pm- .

Waddell g' Reed
,

'.

C&I', Security Services Inc.
. .Office Appliance Co.

April 11 th

10-4pm

April 12th

9-4pm

April 13th

John Hancock' Financial Services

9:30-4pm

April 18th9-4pm
April 25th 1-2:30pm
April 26th ,1-2:30pm
April 27th 10-4pm

First Investors

Please call Career Services Ext. 2244
to' schedule your interview.
,
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Entertainment
,Anna Christie' kicks off
O'Neill festival
by Heather Zapanta

shipwrecked sailor.
An !lltercation ensues
Ann a
.c h ri s tie, when Mat-and Chris find
performed
last - week out about Anna's past,
served as a preview to But tl~ere is a 1· happy
the
Eugene
O'Neill~ ending when Anna and
Festival hosted. by R We. Mat decide to ·get married
The festival started and Chris blesses the
Thursday, March 9 and match.
ran
through
Sunday,
Walking' into
the
March 12.
theatre that night I felt
It - consisted of seven as if I was on the water
plays and was performed front when the fog rolled
by the following groups: into the audience. Most
The
Black
Theatre elements of the set and
Ensemble .of ~ Cape Cod, lighting mixed to create a
M
Steve
ontagna, Marlene Vieira and Brian Olsen
. Brown University, Bristol .. seaside feeling.
Community College, Cape
Sophomore Marlene E. - (I..
to r.) in "Anna Christie." photo courtesy of Public Relations
Cod Community College Vieira,
played
Anna
Sophomore, Lee Rush, to be more accurate. had their backs to the
and RWC.
Christie.
She
sue. was Martha- Owen, Chris' They
fluctuated
in· audience.
This' does
Anna Christie is --:. a cessfully portrayed lier lover.
She came across precision and were at create a tension when
powerful 4~ama centering' blend
of vulnerability' well as the staunch and times hard to. decipher. used for a moment, but
around the lives of an and toughness. She made gruff figure but needed Still, the general sounds here
too
much
was
old
sailor
and
his me believe that beneath to amplify her voice to
were on the mark.
unseen. Important facial
daughter
and,
their her rough exterior there embody her strength.
Anna
used .·yanitor· expressions were missing.
struggle to understapd was· a pure heart.
The'
The..:.- ·subsequent dual instead of janitor, which
Anna
Christie
was
each other.
Separated scene of, her confession role performances of R WC was
bel i e v a b 1 e. done very professionally,
for
IS
years,
the was especially poignant.
theatre students Victor However,the sound came and not even the fire
daughter, Anna Christie,
Sophomore
Stephen" Barbetta, Steven Rose and abruptly and should have alarms being set off by
goes to New York City to Montagna, portrayed the Phil DelVecchio served blended with her dialect the fog machine in the
visit her father, Chris robust father, Chris
. to create a good mood,for in'some way.
third
act
during
Christopherson.
Christopherson.
His the show.
There
were
also Saturday's show phased
Through
past
corr- performance was such a
Overall,
accents
of crucial moments in the the actors.
espondence
each
has variance from his true all cast members needed play in which the· actors
created
a
deliberate self that i initially had a
illusion of himself. Anna hard time figuring out_......~ULjte_~IoU=:;!!;:c.4. __~~...;",.._
believ:es hel' father is a who he wa-!.
. ~rgy,
~~~Ii'I------~---N
janitor while Chris thinks along with his love for
Anna is a -nurse. In Anna, made him one of
actuality, he is a sailor the
most
endearing
· the Senior Class office
The
s-cmester
is
2nd Prize--SSO
and she is a ·lady of the characters in the play.
moving along quickly and
3rd Prize--Bar Mirror from 11am to 2pm every
evening.·
- Mat Burke was played ,the
Senior
Class There will also be specials day. The ticket packages
Anna, now 20-years- by junior Brian Olsen. I Advisory Board would like and give-aways.
available arc:
old, finds it hard to hadn't seen· Olsen in such to update everyone on
accept, Chris'
genuine a· role before and was some upcoming events.
Package A:
For
Commencement Ball
love for her, because she impressed by the power he
$170-Dinner
for
two,
On March '22 the
Plans arc proceeding
has ' been
consistently exuded.
The character Senior Class will spo,nsor well
f o r ' the room accommodations,
abused by men. While on had a lot of dimension a Lip Sync contest at The commencement ball, which
enter.tainment
and
board her father's ship but I would have liked to Clubhouse.
The prizes will .be· held on April 28 brunch the next day.
she falls in love with, have seen a more evident will be~
Pack~ge B: For SI4Sat the' Newport Marriott.
Mat
Bur k e, ~
a affection for Anna.
1st Prize--$IOO
-Tickets are now on sale in - Dinner for two and·
limousine service to
.
and from the ball for you
I
"
.
.
and your friends.
I
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CRBORET

Create a tJ,u.u.e first i.pressioll
witll a professional relu",e by

:
:

...

Hair •. Nalls • Skin
35 Constitution St.
Bristol, RI
253-6349

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

FIRST IMPRESSION
RES'UMES

Swing into Spring
with a new haircut!

10% Student Discount

We Offer
Bikini Waxin'g

-

Leg Waxing
I

346 Wood SIrIet, BrIstol

I
I
I
I
I
I

I.

Complete service, from development to printing.
Cover 18Il... foIow.up Ieaers. Typing.

I
I

I
I

:

l:I

'

Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. - 9 Lm.-S p.m.
Thurs. -12-8 p.m.; Sat. By appointment

._.~~~-

I

Tanning Booth
Appointments & Walk-Ins

25Mm)

I
I
I

• First come, first serve
-on
ticke t
p~ckage
availability.

Full line of; Redkin, Nexusl Paul Mitchel'
& Sebastian Hair Care· Products

10~

Senior Mini-Week
Another major event
coming up is Senior Mini· Week for May 18-20. All
· plans for this week are·
not
yet . complete,
.SENIOR lee pale 14

Student di~ount on meri's & women's
haircuts with this ad.

.................-..............•

Expires

"

The
Commencement
Ball will be held from
6pm
to
lam,
with
cocktails
and
picture
taking beginning at 6pm.
After It long and
thorough search, the band.
committee has chosen the
·Savage Brothers· from
Hartford, Conn., as the
main. entertainment.
There will also be a OJ
playing during dinner and
band'
breaks.
More
information . will
be
available in the future.

4/17/89
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Entertainment

'-

SENIOR from paae 13
however, the" f ollowin,g is
a
rough
calendar of
events:
MAY 18 - Thursday
night -- Dave Binder -at
the Landing in Newport

Thursday
Band

at

Prizel!lwinning poet
reads atRWC

Gillary's

Fridays at Topsides
All You Ca~ Eat 4pm-7pm

MAY'19'- Friday
day event
_The Professional Image
night -- band and slide
-Senior/Alumni Dinner-show at the RAT
April 13, 5:30pm
-Come meet alumni who
MAY 20 - Saturday
currently works .in your
day -- cookout
area of interest.
A(~o,
graduation rehearsal
learn
about
how
to
night-- Parent's Night
present the -- professional.
image -and
make the
MAY 2f - Sunday
successful transition form
GRADUATION Ipm
college to the working
world.
For
more
More specific times information
co,ntact
and ticke~ information Career Services.
will appear in the APRIL
18th
issue
of
~
MeSsenger.
Upcoming Bar Events
Wednesday at Clubhouse
Hamish & $te'll:e

by Melissa Juliano

my eyes. Her titles and
subjects were eclectic and
ranged from, nature in
"Fish" and "Blossom'; to
reality in "Singapore" and
"Landscape".
.
Oliver punctuated her
reading with little bits
about herself and how her
poems came about. She
said she thinks there is
too much punctuation in
poetry. Oliver said she
uses .many short lines,
dashes and semi-colons to
punctuate her work.
Oliver was born in
Cleveland, Ohio and was
educated at Ohio State University and Vassar
College.
She ,was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize for poetry
in 1984. Oliver presently
resides in Provincetown~
Massachusetts where she
Poet
is a member' of the Fine photo by
Arts Work Center.

Pulitzer
Prize
winning poet, Mary Oliver
read of strawberry moons
and turtles and ghosts at
R WC on March' 2. The
reading was presented- as
part of the Alive! Arts.
Series.
Oliver _ read from' a
variety of her works
including, _"Dreamwork",
"American Primitiv:e" an9
"Twelve
Moons". - Her
works dealt with nature,
extinction
and
an thropology.
After
hearing her work it was
easy to feel like you were
a part of what she was
reading.
Her poetry was rich in
imagery and came alive in
phrases such as, "the fox
tasting the. wild, grapes"
and "darkn~ss ripped from

Mary Oliver,

Michele Baccarella

Students play fill in themajol _
by Michele Baccarella

undergrad, what her major
-was and what profession
she .was._,pl~nning to go
_When you watch Wheel iato.
of Fortune on TV you
The student panelists
pretty much know what to were: Jon Ackerman, Todd
expect.
When Penny ,and
Kristie
approximately 50' students Kirschner. Bill O'Connell,
settled into LH 129 last director
of
student
Monday' morning
for activities moderated the
Wheel of Majors, they did panel.
, not.
After
about
eight
Wheel of - majors was questions
Ackerman
the first event scheduled guessed that Ted Mercier,
to
kick. off
Careers a 1973 ,RWC graduate who
Week . which ran from had majored in marine
March 6 through
10. biol9gy
was
in
Other
events
included construction. Only Mercier
Faculty Pursuit, Case in was·
not
just
in
Brief, and
financial construction, ,he owned
analyst, Frank Cappiello.
the company. Mercier said
"The' purpose -of this he learned business the
program is to drive home hard
way ~ but
the
the point that it doesn't background he received at
matter what your major R WC .helped him in his
is. It's your skills that career.
matter:
said
Fran
"I' learned how to
Katzanek,director
of learn. I learned resources,
car e er
c 0 u n s e Ii n g . I
learned
how
to
services.
accomplish a project, I
"Good
organizational learned how to - find
skills, communicating well, . answers," Mercier said of
writing well, and- problem what RWC did for him.
solving' skills are what's "My confidence was, built
going to get' you your here; RWC let me develop
first job," Katzanek said.
as an individual."
.
What Wheel of Majors
The current. occupation
turned out to be was a 'of
tlle
second
group
of
two professional
all
but
professionals who
had stumped the student panel
graduated from, RWC and' and it almost stumped the
one undergraduate.
audience until one person
A
panel
of three guessed correctly.
.
students were told what
1970 graduate Tom Hall
major
t~e
two
had who majored in english is
graduated
with.
The now
a
commercial
students' had
to
ask fisherman. He said that
-questions to try to guess . when he was at RWC
•w hat
maj 0 r
the people were more into
professionals were now in letting you - do your own
and -in _the (:ase .of the thing.

sajd.
The panelists _and the
audience couldn't guess
1:UCU Susan Cook
wanted to go into, guesses
ranged from theatre, 'to
law. It was neither.
Cook wants to be a
TV or radio talk show
host. Cook suffers from

"Today, students are
more goal~oriented," he
said. He felt that it
wQtlllV~,'~.'1Ir'~MCCP

today for a student to
make a drastic change
from their major to a
different career.
"I'm
good at what I do
bec~use I enjoy it," Hall
....
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a speech impediment as ..
result of .a stroke.
"I
want the lights, camera,
and headphones 9n me:
she sau\.
e greatat
it, because I want it bad,"
she said.
'". want'- to be tile first
and
best
handicapped
person on TV," she said.
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"0 . schlock,
Gary,
Oshluck, Oihleek" When
did you, arrive?."Melissa
"Mel" -

Tara D.- .
Who is this~
Sarah?
Phone caller

is

th.is

BeastHappy 21st ~-day! 'Hope
to see you. at Gillary's in
the future. Don't forget
about' spring break and
Boston.
Admaster

Hi Mom - Joe

Dan'Tis
the
season
green...get psyched
St. Patrick's Day!
Admaster

for
for

SarahVice-versa!
Phone caller

To you know who, It's
just like a 'Iollipop! Love,
you' know who
.

Stefanie, Thanks for the
good time Saturday night.
B.C.

To Mike my tittle Grump
- This one i1 for you
fr2m me - aQ.d you are ' To my buddies - Chester
mUCh. better at night. Bodie '& Mammy - I think.
.Dear Sexy Friend,
no
sarcasm its about that time' for a
How would you know how (notice
talk !!! Huh? Love ya all '
much better Mike the again!!!)'
•
Grouch is at night~ . Come Your Frien4 & Valentine .-.B.o.O.b.s
on- confess!! '
For always, M
.'
Love, ?
, P.S. .Don't forget about
.. '
.purple hearts! .
Hint: Sniff.Sniff.
Rob, What do you say to
putting an apartment .on
• • t.
wheels and . driving to
Daytona for Spring Break?
the· serious blonde I
'
met Saturday, I enjoyed To Chester, How abou,t 'a Kroo
the
encounter.
The shot? It's on me! Love ya
whipped cream was a nic~ _ .-.B.o.ob
. .s. .
_
touch! I look forward' to
seeing you again~ 'this
White guy, is the grouch
time I have:' and ide~ for
as good as Elizabeth! The
a Mr. Turtle wading pool
Big F
and some jello.
. Laura, Great bash, had a·
Mr. Cool Whip
great time! - F. Dog

SleepyheadYou ·made it once so farkeep' it up- breakfast is
good for you!!. Maybe' if
I didn't- keep you up all
with
my
Single, Whit¢' ArchitectUre night·
conversations(What
was
Student (21)~' \seeking' 18year
old
woman that Joke?) Ha! Ha!
22
interested. iIi' art, musIc Love you.'
and
ever·Ytb'ing . from -Sleeptalker
partying hard to the. more
frequent' . activity
of
To .Heather
Derocher:
relaxing on. the couch.
Heather,
sorry
fO'r
Reply behind the big
bothering
Colleen
on
door, in the Arch Studios.
Saturday
nig~t. Thanx for
J.S.W.'
.
shutting me down. It's a
good thing you did. Lucar Lee,
Tell me your problems!
-Me
We all know that Roger
Williams College likes to Kary,
sleeze as much money as Have you' checked out
it can form its students Mike Brady lately? Pant, Dear World, I had the
and
the
surrounding pant, drool.
greatest weekend of my
community, but the thing Amis
life, to bad such a paltry
that really bothers me is
few were there to enjoy
,the graduation fee.. Why
i with- me. F. Dog
does the school insist that Tom,
we pay a $35 graduation Kary''S leaving you .for
fee?
Wasn't the $49,280 Mike Brady. She wanted
for four years of tuition me to tell you. . Sorry Karen Y - Come down to
my
room! I'm
free!!plus the. countless "fees" pa.I
Mike
A.P.M
and "charges" enough?

To

Franz, you're a
friend let's talk
often. - 0
Cute,
funny~
Wanted:
adult woman from Dorm
III,
preferably blonde,
fun; parties and drives a
car with perso-nality. For
fun loving, easy going,
architect - to share fun &
serious times together.Lost in Dorm II

Townhouse 104
Party Animals!

Deborah is a hot ticket.
.R•.W_.H•.
_
I

!I!I---IIIII!III--IIi!II!~-i!I

You can always think of
something to say when
you don't have to but
right now is when you
can,'t think of a single
You thing
that's
worth
a
damn!

Classifieds·
LOST AND FOUND

':'

SUBURBAN SURPLUS
583 Hope St~eet
Bristol, RI
Army, Navy, American,
European,
Government,
Civilian
and
Vintage
$8.40/hr or commission
Clothes, And Much, Much
Advertising sales. No
More.
Bristol County's Number
eX'perience necessary.
..O.-;;.ne,;;",,;,A.r.m
...
IY....r./_N_a_v.....
YS_tioii0_re_ _~
We will train. Work:
locally. Car recommend
ed.. Call Steve Gorman at

.

SUMMER

JOBS'

A 2-Way Radio (Unit ~9)
was lost about a month
ago by the Physical Plant.
If found please return to
themailroom..No
questio~s asked.
I

I

I C R U' 15 E 5 HIP 51 .
Now Hiring Men and Women.
Summer & Career
Opportunities CW111 Tr~ln).
El<cellent Pay Plu" World'·
Travel. Hawatl, Bahamas"
Caribbean. Etc. CAll NOWI
206-7~6-7000 fl<t. 837C

(800)344-67.66
for
details & application.
METRO MARKErlNG GROUP

HELP WRNTED

RFTER RBORTION
HELPL I NE, ~ Nt.

'0.

'

,~< TELEMARKETER
Need to Talk?
May We Help?
Excellent pay and beneAnonymous. ';.
fits. Three nights a week,
Confidential. '...
6-8' pm, plus every other
.

Every Evening 7-10 PM
Monday Mornings 11 AM
- 2PM. CALL 941-3050.

Sat morning. Call Nathan
at MORTGAGE EXCHANGE

245-4400!

good
more

~ ~

...............

tWANTED:
Mothe..r's l
pood treads, PS, AC, 6 ~helpe~.
Warren
fa~ily ~
!cyld.
Asking $600 or ~ with 3 children needs {
IB/o. Must sell.
Can {occasional
hel.,
with l
1D:ia:v:e::at::2:5:3-:7:5:2:5==== ~babysitting,' housework.l
:
{Flelfible hours will fit l
FOR SALE
your schedule. Good pay.l
1984 Renault Encore $500 R:rerences available. ca. III
Call Beth at extensiOIl _R~b at work (508)999~4497l
..............
12332.
~976 CAMERO

~

~

~~

~

..

ROCK'N .ROLL -

,,

88.3

-WQRI - FM
ON THE AIR,

NOW!!!

Tl;le Messenger

"B_,IIIADESI8,OOO
FOBCOLLEGE ... ......

n_1IICDII

r,

_S."

'.>

, As soon as I finished 'Advanced
Training, the Guard ~ve mea cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill. ,
'
Not to mention my monthly AnDy
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
. more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
·Andif I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
'" ,
, It all adds uJ? to $l?,OOO-or ~ore
-,for college for Just a lIttle of my time.
And that's a heck of a- better deal than
any car wash wi)l give y----"~~~

..
'

"

from high:sd1oo1, we all too
_jobs topayforcolleg~. -' .
" They ended up mcar wa~hes and
, hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay. ' ' . .
"
, Not me. My Job takes Just one ,
weekend a'month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm eamin~ ~18,OOO for college. _
.Because I Jomed my local AnnY"
National Guard.
,
,
They're the people who help our
state dunng emergenci~s like hurri- '
,canes and floOds. They re also an
important part of olp" country's military
defense. _
,"
So,'sinceI'm helping them do such
: an important job, they're helping m~,
make it through,. school.
~.

THE'GUARD cAN HELP PUT'
YOU THROUGH COLLEG~T""''--SEE YOUR·LOCAL REC
R
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
,'-800-638-7600,· OR MAIL TIllS
COUPON. -In,Hawaii: 737·5255; Puerto Rico: 721·4550; Guam: 477·9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800·452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone d i r e c t o r y . '
_
e 1985 United States Government as represented by, the Secretary of Defense.
,All rights reserved.

r-~------------------,
t MAIL TO: Anny National Guard. ~.O. ,Box 6000. Clifton, NJ 07015 1
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